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Key Partners Key Activities Value Proposition Customer Relationships Customer Segments

Key Resources Channels

Cost Structure Revenue Streams

Education and training


Software product 
development


Research


Collaborative projects


Business development/
Branding strategy 
consulting


Network of experts on 
various art-based topics, 
who have comprehensive 
industry experience


Partnership with private 
equity investors


Brand. Image. Reputation


Diverse team

Specialist expert 
knowledge


Intellectual Property (IP)


No need for large office and gallery to host events


No need for large team to maintain the app


Consultants, support and research staff


Inspiring artists and 
creatives


Events and workshops led 
by artists


Innovation consulting


Branded editorial content

Consulting services: taking 
the product/art practice 
conception and 
development online


Data and analytics


Long term, close  
relationship with both 
clients and consultants


Support launches


Website


App


Social media


Individuals


Businesses


Independent consultants


Membership fees


Consulting fees


Sales of artworks and e-books


Advertising and sponsoring


Consultants, support and research staff


Fixed fee 1/5th


Performance based fee (innovation achieving pre-agreed targets)


Business Canvas    



The Digitised Consulting Business Model: Leap Online     

Commercialising Expertise

How can we leverage an online platform and commercialise visual communications and 
educational knowledge in new ways? 
Instead of selling expertise through consulting, our company will sell expertise and 
advice in the form of webinars, artist talks and workshops. We will start with chronicling 
art-based innovation ideas to be evolved into a research, publishing and consulting 
company focusing on innovative trends and innovation consulting for art sector. Besides 
its off the shelf editorials on various at entrepreneurship areas, it will offer customised 
research services, and turn the findings of this research into strategic advice for its 
customers - with a focus on taking their existing practice online. 
Our think tank will operate as global network of experts that we can draw upon for 
putting together its a monthly edition. Expertise is made available not through personal 
consultation but through brainstorming sessions and collaborative workshops. As such, 
expertise can be leveraged beyond the single consultant and project and new revenue 
streams are possible. We will offer a range of software and technology based tools for 
data analytics and data driven decision-making in various functions and businesses. 
Furthermore we will offer a structured, repeatable and standardised process, in other 
words, codified the expertise in standardised solutions, which is independent of the 
individual consultants, so that the customers can use the standards and manage their 
own content online. 
Moving from fixed fees to aligning fees with the client’s success, creating value for your 
customers by reducing their risk and aligning their success with sustainability and 
innovation. 
Instead of charging clients for hours spent, we will charge clients for objectives 
achieved, aligning 1/3 of its fee with the successful achievement of pre-defined goals 
throughout the innovation process and the success of their innovations in the market. 
Hence, the risk for clients is considerably reduced, as they only pay if the output of our 
Think Tank’s work is successful, from surviving to thriving in our Covid-19 times. 

Learning from nature to survive and thrive



Learning from nature to flow

Description Of Product/ Service

Think tank will be organised for interdisciplinary research with the objective of 
providing advice on a diverse range of policy issues and products through the 
use of specialised knowledge and the activation of networks with work 
conducted for organisations as well as commercial clients. Commercial projects 
will include developing and testing online the digital products - websites, 
portfolios, workshops, webinars and training packages. Funding sources 
include endowments, contracts, private donations, and sales of reports. 
Moreover, the focus will be on integration and management of content through 
multiple channels - coordinating website, exhibition tours, app for artists and 
marketing through social media. We will provide a lifeline to the artist to get 
through the Covid-19 through: 

• Education and training 
• Software product development 
• Research 
• Collaborative projects 
• Business development/Branding strategy consulting

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/diverse


Learning from nature to appreciate small

How Is It Different?  

Inspiring artists and creatives are finding ways to survive, and our research found how 
artists around the world are adapting to shutdowns: 
• By swapping physical performance spaces for virtual ones. 
• Social distancing comes at a great price for both artists and audiences. 
• Artists are finding creative ways to keep people connected during a pandemic that 

keeps them apart. 
• With audiences isolating at home, venues shuttered, events cancelled, and 

freelancers’ pay checks melting away, the arts industry, which operates almost 
exclusively from public spaces, is scrambling to reinvent itself online. 

• Many artists have responded to this challenge with the kind of ingenuity you'd 
expect from highly creative minds. 

We propose branded editorial content, including consulting services: taking the 
product/art practice conception and development online, grounded by data and 
analytics, events and workshops led by artists. Some events free, some will be 
ticketed but we will encourage to make a donation to these and other organisations if 
the audience enjoyed their performances.  



Learning from nature to think large and wide

The Market: Re-ignite, Re-activate to Revive the Art Sector

We uncovered the pain points related to our consumers. But we didn’t just look 
at numbers, data, and statistics that will tell us that there is a problem that exists.  
We tried to identify with our customers by finding out what their stories are, 
connecting with our artist customers, and find out exactly how their problem is 
specific and different from others to give us a deeper insight into what the 
product could mean in the current market fit. 

On the positive, artists are busy enhancing their online presence through social 
media. Exhibitions have moved to Instagram and artists are also giving training 
using tools like Zoom, Facebook Live and Google Hangouts.  

The NSW Government has announced a $50 million rescue and restart package 
for NSW arts and cultural organisations to ensure the sector continues to make 
an important contribution to the NSW economy during and after the COVID-19 
pandemic.  

https://kalkinemedia.com/au/video/why-zoom-suspends-activists-account


Learning from nature to stick together

Meet The Team  

Our staff  of 3 consultants will focus on the particular areas, aligned with our 
projects for individual customers: 

• Building strategic partnerships and fostering relationships across the arts 
landscape in Australia  

•   Creating content and establishing platforms for sharing resources, 
knowledge and best-practice examples of Australian and International 
research and work 

• Designing and implementing strategic projects that influence sector change 
and position artists as advocates 



Learning from nature to stand out

Marketing  

Creating content and messaging with everything that is going on during Covid-19 can be 
a challenge. While we may not want to create demand-driving content, there is still an 
opportunity for us maintain and build our relationship with our client base through offering 
unique value.appear friendly and approachable to customers, and they have to be able to 
provide a very high standard of customer service since this is one of the main competitive 
advantages of the gallery- consequently the recruitment is more difficult, time consuming 
and costly, thus decreasing profitability.



Learning from nature limitations as part of the solution

SWOC 

Strengths 
1. The App and online gallery differentiates itself from their competitors by offering a unique 
free exposure, based on the brand alignment and market positioning guidelines. 
2. The business offers excellent customer service, which is a strong competitive advantage. 
3. The think Tank and  online gallery App offers “Commission an Artist” feature and a 
notably wide range of artwork from many contemporary artists, either with them directly or 
with their distributors. 
4. The App/gallery offers the exhibition tours and artist talks. 

Weaknesses 
1. One weakness of the business is that, since it is small both in terms of the firm itself and 
the physical gallery space. 
2. The business is dependent on the suppliers and on the postal service to deliver art in the 
best condition in time for the customer to receive it. If there are issues with suppliers or the 
postal service the business' main competitive advantage of top quality customer service will 
be negatively impacted and consequently sales revenue could decrease as they lose loyal 
customers. 

Opportunities 
1. The gallery has  strong relationships with profitable art-based partnerships. 
2. Another opportunity is to extend the product range. 
3. Another opportunity is finding new methods of promotion for the gallery. 

Challenges 
1. Competition 
2. New online gallery opening 
3. Loss of suppliers 
4. Loss of premises 
5. Loosing markets and influence due to market saturation 



Learning from nature to harvest and share  

Financial Projections 

• Revenue levers: artwork and craft-related products and/or services, app software 
maintenance agreements, channel partner sales. 

• Revenue drivers: Workshops and training courses, webinars and research papers, 
app membership fees, collaborative projects. 

• Revenue driver activity assumptions: TBA (to be advised) 
• Pricing: TBA (to be advised) 



Summary/ Conclusion: The Message Of Collective Hope 

Learning from nature to forage and build long lasting bonds

We engage our market to explore new online exhibitions, as part of our 
commitment through “Commission An Artist" to directly support Australian 
artists during challenging times.The arts help people to cope in dark times – 
even during a pandemic that prevents us experiencing art and culture 
alongside others in the same physical spaces. 
During this unprecedented time our Think Tank will focus on its purpose to 
foster a culture of private sector support for the arts in Australia and to grow 
a more sustainable, vibrant and ambitious cultural sector for the benefit of all 
Australians. 
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